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NEWSLETTER
CONFERENCE 2021 sponsored by Bosch
The latest speakers just confirmed for our November 2021 Annual
Conference in Birmingham are Professor Ann Hansell, Uni of
Leicester; Tim Williamson. Air Quality Consultants; Johan
Kuylenstierna, Stockholm Environment Institute, University of
York.
Sign up for it now at Early Bird Rate: https://www.environmentalprotection.org.uk/event/epuk-annual-conference-2021/
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Environment that
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EPUK Merchandise
Our exclusive, high-quality products are available to order online. Choose
your product, size and colour and it will be delivered directly to your home.
Order your environmentally friendly clothing with a donation to EPUK.
https://ohmcharities.org.uk/shop/environmental-protection-uk/
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ESSENTIAL ENVIRONMENT
Over the years, Environmental Lawyers, to
name one group of professionals, will have
kept copies of Essential Environment (EE) on
their desks. Now, in our digital age and homeworking, as members of EPUK, you can now
take advantage of this exceptional resource
online. It is packed full with UK and EU
Environmental Protection legislation and
constantly updated. Consultants, academics,
industry, local and national authorities and
students should not be wrong-footed with
this companion at their fingertips.
How? EPUK rates for EE are as follows:
£50.00 + VAT £10.00 = £60.00 - EE is an integral part of Corporate/Local Authority
membership subscriptions.
University rate is £333.00 + VAT £66.00 = £396.00
Commercial Rates from International Labmate
For comparison, commercial rates A single licence is £162.50 + VAT £32.50 = £95.00
For a university £387.50 + VAT £77.50 = £465.00
Other options
There are options for additional licences.
The university membership subscription is £545.00 and includes an open ended EE
licence which costs £396.00 including VAT (£330.00 + VAT £66.00)
For more information contact: secretariat@environmental-protection.org.uk

PLANNING POLICY DOCUMENT FOR ENGLAND UPDATES
The National Planning Policy Document for England (NPPF) has been
revised. There are some changes, most notably in permitted development,
community infrastructure, urban design and climate change but it is
important to note that many of the paragraph numbers have changed, even
where the text hasn’t. This applies to the contaminated land paragraphs 170
becomes 174, and 178 and 179 have become 183 and 184.
A very helpful comparison of the 2019 and 2021 NPPF versions side by side
is here: https://draftable.com/compare/RqyCNTqgAiUQ
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CLEAN AIR DAY SCOTLAND 2021 SUCCESS
Our EPS colleagues in Scotland are rightly pleased with their
Clean Air Day which was held on Thursday 17 th June. Màiri McAllan Scottish
Government Minister, announced the event stating;
“I hope as many people as possible will support and participate in the
Clean Air Day activities across the country to show how much we all
care about building a clean air future”.
The day, coordinated by Environmental
Protection Scotland on behalf of the Scottish
Government, began in blaze of colour and ended
as the most successful campaign in its five-year
history, reports EPS Policy and Communications
Officer John Bynorth.
The fantastic Clean Air Day colouring books
went down a storm with schools. They were the idea of EPS external affairs
and social media officer, Elina Dagdeleni, who brought together 11 students
from three art schools across Scotland to create a book that primary and
pre-school children could colour in. EPS boxed up and distributed books to
schools which registered as participants.
With 190 participating organisations and individuals,
including 20 Scottish local authorities, this year’s
Clean Air Day Scotland
campaign has been a major
success. So many schools,
local authorities, health
boards, charities and other
organisations gave up their
time to show support for the event or participate in
learning activities for children around air quality,
that Clean Air Day can only become even stronger in
Scotland. We thank everyone who made the
2021campaign so successful.

Footnote: It should be stated that Environmental Protection Scotland receives
substantial funding from their national government, in contrast to the charitable status
enjoyed by EPUK, where resources for an event on this scale would prove challenging.
Defra…….. are you listening? Ed.
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CALL FOR ARTICLES
We make no apologies for repeating
the encouragement we made in March
for members to put pen to paper.
Those of you with grey hair might just
remember our much-missed
publication Clean Air. It contained
articles by Local Authorities,
Academics and Consultants on their air
quality projects and initiatives. Whilst
there are no plans at present to revive it, Newsletter would be interested in
receiving items that colleagues feel would be of interest to our EPUK
membership in any of our Air, Noise and Land remits. Some procedure or
initiative that you might take for granted might well prove novel for another
group without the need for reinvention. And those starting out will be able
to enhance their CVs without leaving home, of course
Please submit any such articles for consideration to: Vanessa Tanner at
secretariat@environmental-protection-uk.org

OTHER NEWS IN BRIEF
Noise Action Week 2022
Following the success of Noise
action week 2021, plans are
already being made to repeat the
event in 2022. That is, it will
become a firm fixture on our EPUK
Calendar in future. We will provide
more details here as planning
progresses well ahead of the 2022 event.
Should you want to be involved and have ideas to contribute, our Noise
Policy Chair, Robin Whitehouse would be delighted to hear from you at:
Robin.Whitehouse@cityoflondon.gov.uk
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AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

Dan Hays of The Times predicts this month that environmental
bodies foresee a surge in planning litigation. Conservation
charities such as the Green Alliance and RSPB have written to
Robert Jenrick, the housing secretary, voicing concerns about the
Planning Bill which was announced in the Queen’s Speech in May.
According to a report from MPs on the housing, communities and
local government committee, developments on land in the
growth category would, ‘automatically be granted permission for
the principle of development’.
MEMBERSHIP
We are always looking for new members. Please recommend EPUK and its
services to your colleagues and any organisation you feel would benefit from
membership. Follow the link below for more information regarding types of
membership and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing info@environmentalprotection.org.uk
Published by Environmental Protection UK
Email: info@environmental-protection.org.uk
Web: www.environmental-protection.org.uk
Charity registered in England and Wales number 221026;
in Scotland SC040990 Company Limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales, number 594860
Reproduction of items is permissible subject to acknowledgment to EPUK

This Newsletter was produced and edited by John Merefield and Vanessa Tanner
on behalf of Environmental Protection UK.
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